Laird Controls Simplifies Industrial Rail Operations with Quick
Connect Remote Control Locomotive System
Transport QC™ is an efficient remote control system that enhances the safety
and profitability of industrial rail operations in North America…
WARREN, OHIO, September 11, 2018 – Laird Controls has developed a portable remote control
system that allows one rail operator to easily and efficiently move locomotives throughout the
rail operation. By enabling a single worker to pilot a locomotive, as opposed to three people in
a work crew, the Transport QC quick connect remote control unit bolsters worker safety, boosts
productivity, and enhances rail operator profitability.
The lightweight, compact system securely contains all hardware and components in a single
enclosure that weighs approximately 75 lbs. Using the remote control locomotive (RCL) system
as a quick connect system, Transport QC can be easily moved from locomotive to locomotive,
improving operational efficiency. This portability enables greater flexibility when planning for
maintenance, and it improves rail operators’ capital investment by eliminating "per locomotive"
cost requirements.
The system can be configured for various options, such as radio frequency communication,
proportional train brake control, digital talkback, wireless 4G capabilities, two-way RF
communication, and enhanced safety alerts. A number of self-monitoring features are also built
in to minimize reliance on operator intervention.
“We designed Transport QC with the durability to thrive in the harsh environment of the
industrial rail operations,” said Ryan Wooten, Laird Controls Vice President and General
Manager. “There are a variety of controller options available to operators, designed to simplify
the user experience and streamline the adoption of the system. This next-generation design
enhancement will enable our systems to continue being the most sought after RCL system for
industrial rail applications globally.”
For more detailed product information, click on Transport QC or go to
https://www.lairdtech.com/products/transport-qc-locomotive-remote-control
About Laird Controls
As a global industry leader in the design, manufacturing, installation and service of wireless
automation and control solutions, Laird Controls provides a full range of robust wireless safety
and remote control solutions for industrial, rail and mining. With deep specialization and global

experience, Laird Controls enhances safety, efficiency and productivity while delivering
unmatched reliability across the lifespan of its systems.

